~ The Prayer Academy ~
Our Prayer Academy will engage participants in a variety of exercises that will
improve and enhance your effectiveness in prayer. The Prayer Academy will show
you step-by-step how to immediately build a strong lifestyle of prayer.
For more than 15 years, Pastor Samuel Rivers has studied and taught the internal
driving forces that create effective and successful prayer at all levels. He knows
how to equip people and what it really takes to transform them from the inside out
to pray from a realm of power and authority. Samuel brings this critical insight and
organization in a way that is immediately relevant, applicable and measurable. He
will teach you techniques you can apply to build an incredible foundation and to
increase your effectiveness in prayer. The Voice of the Lord International
Ministries, Inc. Prayer Academy presentations are the definitive method in helping
people create breakthrough results in everything they do. You will be inspired
and motivated to achieve greater levels of success in your prayer life with
extraordinary results.
The Prayer Academy is filled with easy-to-apply principles that will give you more
than just a good motivational feeling. It will give you the tools to transform your
prayer life forever.
• DISCOVER the true power of the Holy Spirit and the word, to tap into and use
the power of prayer to create better outcomes in your life and ministry
• FOCUS on using proven techniques to zero in on prayers that bring results
• USE specific techniques in prayer to achieve God's desired outcomes
• MASTER the key disciplines of a highly successful prayer life
• QUICKLY let go of limiting negative beliefs and emotions that hinder your
prayer life
• CONSISTANTLY stay in a positive and confident mood during prayer
• Break through the doubts, fears and anxieties that keep you from achieving great
results through prayer

Prophet Samuel Rivers, Jr. will help you understand how to use the strength of the
word of God - the greatest weapon - and impact to generate the highest possible
results in prayer.
• Determine and apply their highest impact through prayer
• Drop the time-wasting activities begging God to move in your life
• Only do the things that will excel you in prayer
The Prayer Academy will awaken every attendee into understanding the value of
saying the right things to optimize your results in prayer. The level of success that
you achieve in your prayer life is determined by what you say and by what you
know. How is it that you can teach people what the word of God says, how to say
it, what objections to address and even have them do it ... yet their lives never
change?
Prophet Samuel Rivers, Jr. will share and show attendees how to pray prayers
aligning every fiber of your being with the Word and character of God. He will
follow through to demonstrate that exactly how and what you say is imperative to
making more of an impact in prayer than ever before. This workshop will light a
fire within every believer and immediately give them the tools and confidence to
soar exponentially in prayer.
	
  

